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What is it about stick figures that always seem to make us chuckle?  Is it the simplicity of the art? 
Maybe itâ€™s the humor that always seems to accompany the malnourished visuals?  Regardless of the
reason, game creators online are seeing a spike in interest in their free game offerings. 
Enthusiastic patrons can visit these websites, click on a gaming title that interests them, and start
playing immediately.  Most of the technology necessary to run these games is hosted by the sites
themselves, so it literally is a â€œplug and playâ€• scenarioâ€¦well, minus the plug, of course.  But, once you
get plugged into this gaming industry, you will quickly see why so many gamers are enjoying the
free online platforms in greater numbers.

Where Do All of These Games Come From?

The online gaming community is basically comprised of thousands of programmers, designers, and
developers that are looking to get exposure and help to push the gaming industry forward. 
Additionally, many of the games you find are created by amateur game designers that came up with
an incredible idea and wanted to begin expanding on it.  How can you do your part to push the
industry?  The answer is simple â€“ play!  The creators often have feedback areas on their websites, so
you can let them know what you think about the experience and even suggest improvements that
can be made.  The interaction between developers and gamers will help to shape future releases.

What You Will Findâ€¦

Searching for online games is self-explanatory when using your web browser, but what can you
expect when you start seeing all of the options?  Stick games are popular, as they depict stick
figures acting out all of your favorite titles.  From classic word games to seek and adventure titles,
there is something for just about every taste out there.  Educational games also exist, so there is
something for children as well.  All you need to do is find the host websites and begin playing.  The
fun is never-ending, as these games are usually created faster than you can play them.  The end
result is increased variety, which is never a bad thing.

File Safety

Another alluring aspect of stick games and the like involves safety for your computer from viruses or
other harmful programs.  Any reputable website will maintain a high level of security, so you know
that they are protecting you, and themselves, from outside violations.  Further, there are seldom any
download requirements to play, and playing online will rarely involve an exchange of files between
their server and your computer.  This helps to ensure that your hard drive is safe, though you should
always maintain your own level of virus protection.  Most of the website you find in this niche are
very safe, so play at will!

Online games are a great way to entertain yourself or your children while on the computer.  They
require little to no downloadable tools and can offer incredible variety.  Many a workday has been
passed through these games, and because they are independent designers, you will find new takes
on old games that havenâ€™t been seen in years.  Stick games have made their way to the forefront of
the genre, and watching the stick figures act out your every command can be a great time.  Created
for fun and refusing to charge for their services, online game designers are giving everyone
something to smile about in an age when technology can be incredible expensive.  Stick games are
increasing in popularity, and as they do, more titles will emerge.  By supporting independent game
makers, you are doing your part to keep the free gaming ball rolling. 
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